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Sept. 27 – Oct. 27
Weekly webinars

The American healthcare system is experiencing unprecedented
change, redefining how care is delivered. Organizations need innovative
leaders with strong decision-making skills, techniques and strategies to
successfully evolve.
The Academy for Healthcare Leadership Advancement is designed to help
healthcare organizations meet this challenge head-on and advance their
leadership capabilities.
We combine HANYS’ nationally recognized data analytics excellence
and in-depth healthcare system knowledge with the executive education
and business expertise of Cornell External Education, the organizational
solutions entity of Cornell University, one of the nation’s premiere business
schools.
Through this seven-week Cornell certificate program, healthcare
professionals will gain focused insight on pressing healthcare issues, data
analytics and cutting-edge business leadership strategies.
As fiscal, regulatory and quality pressures mount for healthcare providers,
The Academy plays a critical role in organizational development and
workforce planning for leaders.

Sept. 18 – 20
Virtual opening session

Nov. 6 – 8
Closing sessions

Full program details,
faculty bios and continuing
education information
are available online at
hanys.org/events/cornell.

Who should attend
Healthcare management professionals
seeking leadership advancement or
recently assuming a leadership role,
including:
• Quality management executives
• Medical staff directors
• Emergency department directors
• Nursing administrators
• Nursing directors

Tuition
Tuition for The Academy for Healthcare Leadership Advancement is $5,500 per
person and includes course work, materials and most closing session meals.
A rate of $4,950 per person is available to alumni organizations.
Register online at hanys.org/events/cornell.

Cancellation Policy
Reservations cancelled in writing before Aug. 31 will be refunded 50% of
the tuition. Cancellations made after Aug. 31 forfeit the entire fee; however,
substitutions are permitted and encouraged at no extra charge.

• Laboratory service directors
• Radiology service directors
• Managed care directors
• Reimbursement directors
• Planning and development professionals
• Information technology professionals
• Human resources professionals
• Community health coordinators
• Chief executive officers
• Chief operating officers
• Chief financial officers
• Chief medical officers

Questions about the program and registration?
Contact Cathy Oxentine, office manager, HANYS Services, at 518.431.7732 or
coxentin@hanys.org.
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• Chief nursing officers
• Chief information officers
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Program features
The Academy for Healthcare Leadership Advancement offers you the opportunity to:
1

2

3

4

5

engage with a one-ofa-kind curriculum that
packages foundational
leadership skills with
targeted healthcare
issues, delivered by
world-class faculty;

develop a capstone
project plan based on
a real-time challenge;

advance your
professional career
by earning a program
certificate from
Cornell University;

develop leadership
skills that will
help advance your
organization’s
mission; and

network with
colleagues from
across the nation.

Learning objectives
Attendees of The Academy will:
• identify best practices for clinicians and administrators in
healthcare organizations to motivate, engage and inspire;
• discuss smart collaborating, “leading alongside,” decisionmaking and executing;
• plan how to get the best out of your direct reports, teams
and peers in a variety of scenarios, including conflict
situations;
• analyze financial statements using real-world healthcare
examples;
• define a business strategy and identify common traps in
the development and execution of that strategy;
• outline how marketing strategy and analysis can help
reduce risk and improve hospital leader decision-making
and implementation;
• review the current healthcare landscape, quality and
patient safety concepts and new payment models, and
their implications for those in leadership roles;
• identify key strategic issues in healthcare information
technology and risks and approaches to healthcare IT
safety;
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• describe how developing and investing in your workforce
fulfills an organization’s mission and positive patient
outcomes;
• review the critical thinking challenges faced by doctors,
nurses and other healthcare decision makers, and provide
frameworks for high-quality strategic decision-making;
• examine your personal tendencies in the face of conflict
and strategies for engaging more effectively with patients,
clinicians, administrators and external providers;
• explore strategies employed by healthcare leaders
to address pressing issues while sustaining your
organization’s mission;
• prepare a facility-specific action plan to improve patient
satisfaction, reduce cost or enhance population health
initiatives; and
• demonstrate the essentials of working collaboratively
across a cross-functional team within a clinical healthcare
setting.
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Opening session: Foundational skills | Sept. 18 – 20
Virtual program
Sunday, Sept. 18
1 – 1:15 p.m.

Introductions and program overview
1:15 – 3:45 p.m.

Leading for success
Elizabeth A. “Beta” Mannix, PhD, Ann Whitney Olin Professor of
Management, SC Johnson Graduate School of Management,
Cornell University

Healthcare is experiencing significant and rapid change. From
moments of opportunity to times of adversity, high-performing
leaders guide their organizations through challenge and
change. Successful leaders understand how to open people’s
minds to move past the obstacles that stall new ideas and
innovation. They coordinate teams across diverse, crossfunctional knowledge areas and engage and motivate technical
experts. In this session, we will use a variety of techniques to
cover the material, including industry examples and interactive
simulations and exercises.

3:45 – 4 p.m.

Capstone orientation
4 p.m.

ADJOURN

Monday, Sept. 19
8 a.m. – noon

Fostering a culture of engagement
and belonging
Elizabeth A. “Beta” Mannix, PhD

How can we lead with clarity, focus and purpose? How can we
motivate and engage our teams and drive results — yet also be
open and empowering? Nowhere is this balance more critical
than in healthcare, where we must learn to work together in
order to achieve a positive patient experience, outstanding
technical outcomes and efficient, affordable care. In this
session, we will continue our work and present practical tools
for fostering results-driven cultures of psychological safety,
inclusion and belonging.

Noon – 1 p.m.

LUNCH BREAK

1 – 5 p.m.

Financial acumen
Drew David Pascarella, Associate Dean for MBA programs, Rempe
Wilson Distinguished Lecturer and Senior Lecturer of Finance,
Johnson Graduate School of Management, Cornell University

When you make decisions without financial skills, you
are unable to evaluate the impact of your decisions
on organizational well-being. All staff, whether they’re
in administrative or clinical roles, must have a basic
understanding of their organization’s financial drivers.
First, we’ll focus on understanding and analyzing financial
statements. Participants will assess the financial state of
affairs of a healthcare business by reviewing and analyzing
their income statement, cash flow and balance sheet. Then,
we’ll shift to understanding and estimating shareholder value.
Participants will be introduced to valuation methodologies
and learn to apply these techniques to estimate a range of
healthcare companies’ value and better understand the key
drivers behind those values.

Tuesday, Sept. 20
8 – 11:45 a.m.

Competitive strategy/positioning for advantage
Vrinda Kadiyali, PhD, Director of Graduate Studies, Field of
Management, Nicholas H. Noyes Professor of Management and
Professor of Marketing and Economics, SC Johnson Graduate
School of Management, Cornell University

Hospitals and health systems face intense competitive
pressure. Survival means implementing effective business
strategies that maximize efficiency and control costs; attract
patients, physicians and other healthcare professionals; and
build a strong, trusted reputation in the community. This
session offers business strategies for managing profitability
and addresses the issues that arise from implementing them.
We will also learn lessons from other industries that have faced
similar issues.

“This course provided a great opportunity to learn
from some of the most respected and knowledgeable individuals in our industry. Takeaways from
this program can be applied to all healthcare settings. Well
worth the time.”
Marcia Chung, MD, General Surgeon
Carthage Area Hospital | Class of 2017
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Opening session: Foundational skills continued
Noon – 1 p.m.

Making it real: Positioning for success
Steven I. Goldstein, Senior Vice President, University of Rochester
Medical Center; President and Chief Executive Officer, Strong
Memorial Hospital and Highland Hospital; President, Long-term
Care, University of Rochester Medical Center

As a result of federal and state healthcare reform initiatives,
chief executives must grapple with the challenges of today’s
climate while taking steps to manage change. In New York,
leaders must operate in a highly regulated and politically active
environment, be conscious of issues ranging from workforce

to shifting reimbursement and maintain a positive operating
margin — all while ensuring their facilities deliver the best
care to patients. This session will include a candid assessment
of the current healthcare landscape and challenges faced.
Discussions will also cover leadership questions and strategies
and what management teams can do to keep healthcare
provider institutions on a path to success.

1 p.m.

Closing comments and adjournment

Weekly webinars
Sept. 27 – Oct. 27

Tuesday, Sept. 27

and perspective on the forces shaping our dynamic healthcare
landscape. These forces inform the obstacles facing current
and emerging leaders and the collaborative action needed to
develop lasting solutions to long-standing healthcare problems.

3 – 5 p.m.

Navigating changing healthcare policy
and confronting structural issues

The second half of this session examines healthcare trends
that leaders need to understand as they navigate a constantly
changing industry.

Bea Grause, RN, JD, President, HANYS
Courtney Burke, Chief Operating and Innovation Officer, HANYS

The pandemic has altered the core structure of New York’s
healthcare system. Earlier this year, lawmakers returned to
Albany poised to take action with billions in surplus funding.
But this welcome influx of new funding won’t help without new
thinking on how to tackle decades-old problems like workforce
shortages, aging infrastructure and chronic government
underpayments. The first half of this session offers context
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New market disrupters, an aging population, multi-generational
consumer demands and cost pressures continue to mold
the healthcare marketplace. Add to that new technology to
promote access and equity that spread thin limited resources,
a relentless pandemic and continuous healthcare worker
resignations and our traditional health policy “blackboard”
has been wiped clean. This session focuses on how healthcare
executives can assess and understand these trends and their
impact on local, state and national markets.
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Weekly webinars continued
Tuesday, Oct. 4
3 – 5 p.m.

Marketplace considerations for entering into
alternative payment models
Jeffrey Gold, Esq., Senior Vice President and Special Counsel,
Insurance and Managed Care and Behavioral Health, HANYS

organizations can apply marketing concepts to address
issues around market potential, consumer choice, business
development and branding. You will also learn about
organizational strategic planning, core organizational strategies
and using census, demographic and public health data to make
sound, evidence-based decisions. By analyzing utilization,
target markets and population patterns and trends, hospital
leaders can improve decision-making and implementation and
reduce financial risk.

Alyssa Dahl, Senior Director, Advanced Analytics, DataGen
Cara Henley, Senior Consultant, Health Management Associates

This session will cover value-based payment models and how
they impact care delivery and coverage design. Faculty will
explain how payers are incorporating accountable care, valuebased purchasing and bundled payments into their business
models. They will also discuss what leaders need to know to
evaluate the opportunities and risks that value-based models
present. As organizations enter into these arrangements,
healthcare leaders need to understand that financial success
is directly related to quality outcomes and address challenges
associated with implementation. This session will cover payers’
transition to value-based payments, analytics to support
provider decisions and considerations for participation and
contract negotiation.

Tuesday, Oct. 18
3:30 – 5 p.m.

Health information technology and
decision support
Nancy Pratt, RN, MSN, Senior Vice President, Clinical Product
Design, Clincomp, Intl.

3:30 – 5 p.m.

Rapid advances in technology coupled with high expectations
for healthcare providers to deliver safe, quality and efficient
patient care have created complex and often confusing
health information technology. Technology-based goals for
hospitals include improved patient care and efficiency, privacy
assurance, medical error prevention, meeting government HIT
requirements and enhanced communication among healthcare
professionals, consumers and organizations. This session
will sort through this complex issue and provide useful HIT
strategies for leaders.

Quality and patient safety in a dynamic
healthcare environment

Tuesday, Oct. 27

Thursday, Oct. 6

Kathleen Rauch, RN, MSHQS, BSN, CPHQ, Vice President,
Quality Advocacy, Research and Innovation and Post-acute
Continuing Care, HANYS

3:30 – 5 p.m.

Recognize, reward and retain your staff

Colleen McVeigh, Senior Healthcare Informatics Analyst, HANYS

The changing political and payment landscape will continue
to impact how providers ensure high-quality care and patient
safety. Numerous quality improvement, measurement, payfor-performance and public reporting programs have placed
extraordinary demand on healthcare leaders to improve
processes and change culture to drive meaningful and
sustainable change. In this session, you will learn about quality
improvement and patient safety concepts. Practical application
of these concepts will also be explored, including best
practices and maximizing data effectively and accurately.

Tuesday, Oct. 11
3 – 5 p.m.

Healthcare marketing and planning

Patti Adelman, EdD, MS Ed, MSW, Vice President, Center for
Learning and Innovation, Corporate University for Northwell Health
and Physician Leadership Institute
Esther Margalit, Associate Vice President of Career and Performance
Development, Northwell Health

It is more important than ever to support and nurture our
workforce. Workers have many options for career movement
and the pandemic has caused people to evaluate their values
and what is most important.
To retain staff, organizations must be innovative, nimble and
all-encompassing in adjusting to the needs of their employees
and responsive to what they want from an employer. This
session will offer practical ways to enhance the employee
experience to retain staff including through recognition,
prioritization of well-being, ongoing education and career
experience.

John Huppertz, PhD, Emeritus Professor, Clarkson University
Capital Region Campus

As consumers take a more active role in decision-making,
marketing becomes increasingly important for healthcare
organizations. This session will explore how healthcare
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Closing session | Nov. 6 – 8
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
Sunday, Nov. 6
Noon – 12:30 p.m.

WELCOME BACK BUFFET LUNCH

Opening comments
12:30 – 4:30 p.m.

The critical decision-making advantage
Erica Dawson, PhD, Director, Nancy and Bob Selander Engineering
Leadership Program, Cornell University

Decision-making and problem solving skills are critical to
leadership success. For example, nurses are relied on to use
decision-making skills to constantly interpret, analyze and
evaluate information. Participants in this interactive session
will identify traits that effective decision-makers exhibit and
learn and practice implementing a framework for problem
solving that helps individuals, groups and organizations
produce well-reasoned, compelling solutions to complex
organizational challenges.

1 – 4:30 p.m.

Strategic decision-making
Elizabeth A. “Beta” Mannix, PhD

Too often, rational people are tripped up by irrational decisionmaking. Extensive research has demonstrated that even
the most careful managers can fall prey to decision traps.
Cognitive bias is especially prevalent in healthcare decisionmaking, such as diagnostic reasoning, treatment decisions
and medical decision-making. Using real-world examples
and in-class exercises, this session reveals common decision
biases and how to avoid them to create a framework for making
rational, effective decisions.

5 – 6:30 p.m.

Capstone project fair and reception
Throughout The Academy, you will apply your learning to a
self-directed capstone project that addresses an issue specific
to your organization. This comprehensive approach provides a
valuable return on investment by applying solutions developed
in the classroom to a real challenge — completing a project
that can be applied to your workplace.

6 p.m.

DINNER ON YOUR OWN IN ITHACA

Monday, Nov. 7
8 a.m. – noon

Strategic negotiation
Stephen Sauer, PhD, Senior Lecturer, SC Johnson Graduate School
of Management, Cornell University

Healthcare professionals must understand how to manage
conflict. Physicians may have difficult conversations with
insurance providers or patients, nurses must manage their
teams or clinicians from other departments and administrators
may find themselves negotiating internally or externally with
providers. In this session, we will cover everything from
understanding your BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated
agreement) to refining your aspirations in response to the
other party’s needs and tactics. We’ll use interactive, realworld negotiation simulations to help participants understand
their personal tendencies in the face of conflict and learn
how to manage their bargaining strengths and weaknesses.
We will discuss how to manage difficult people and handle
manipulative tactics, focusing on healthcare examples, and
when to walk away from a negotiation and how to increase your
likelihood of reaching the prized win-win solution.

Noon – 1 p.m.

LUNCH
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6:30 – 7:30 p.m.

DINNER

Tuesday, Nov. 8
9 – 11 a.m.

Conversations on leadership
John B. McCabe, MD, Professor, Chair Emeritus, Upstate Medical
University (moderator)
Kristen Mucitelli-Heath, Vice President, Population Health, St.
Joseph’s Health – Regional Advocacy and Government Affairs, NY
Joseph M. Tasse, FACHE, Vice President, Process Improvement,
Custom Learning Systems; Lecturer, Executive-in-residence, Sloan
Program in Health Administration, Cornell University
Sandra Scott, MD, Executive Director, Brookdale Hospital
Medical Center
Helen Arteaga Landaverde, MPH, Chief Executive Officer, NYC
Health + Hospitals/Elmhurst

During this panel discussion, hospital leaders will share their
strategies for addressing pressing issues and sustaining their
organizations’ mission.

11 – 11:30 a.m.

Certificate ceremony/closing remarks
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Healthcare Association of New York State
One Empire Drive
Rensselaer, NY 12144

Healthcare Association of New York State

Cornell External Education

HANYS is the only statewide hospital and continuing
care association in New York state, representing
nonprofit and public hospitals, health systems, nursing
homes, home care agencies and other healthcare
organizations. Through leadership, representation and
service, HANYS is Always There for Healthcare®,
bringing together the brightest minds and expertise
to solve complex healthcare issues and improve the
health of New York’s communities. HANYS’ advocacy
and analysis, business services and educational
events help healthcare leaders and other professionals
navigate healthcare reform and achieve the Triple Aim
of better care, better health and lower costs.

Cornell University integrated its executive education
capabilities under a new area, Cornell External
Education, as of July 1, 2020. This new area
combines the innovative learning methods of eCornell
with the faculty-led capabilities of the schools and
colleges across the university. Cornell understands
that organizational solutions need multidisciplinary
approaches. Cornell External Education provides
access to faculty across the university including Cornell
Tech, Cornell SC Johnson College of Business, Weill
Cornell Medical College, Industrial Labor Relations
School, Law, Engineering and schools/colleges in
Applied Sciences. This new entity, which focuses on
organizational solutions across a variety of disciplines,
schools and methodologies, is an innovative leader in
the professional learning space.
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